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Recent Advances in Chemically Modified Electrodes, Microfabricated Devices and Injection Systems for the Electrochemical Detection of Heavy Metals: A review
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Heavy metal (HM) ion pollution has become a serious environmental problem in both developed and developing countries and will inevitably pose a threat to humans and ecosystems as a result of HM enrichment in organisms through the food chain. Therefore, HM detection and monitoring are currently attracting increasing attention. However, current analytical methods (based on spectroscopy) to detect HMs are often expensive and tedious and can only be performed by trained personnel. Electrochemical methods for the in situ detection of HMs are some of the most promising alternative methods, featuring easy adaptability, low power costs, short analytical times and high sensitivity. Chemically modified electrodes, which are based on combined electrochemical methods, have been widely used to offset the weaknesses of spectroscopic methods. In this paper, we review different types of materials that have been used to modify electrodes for HM detection. The material characteristics that improved the electrocatalytic activity of the modified surfaces are discussed. Additionally, recent trends in the detection of HMs using electrochemical methods with various types of microfabricated devices and injection analysis systems are highlighted. Finally, the challenges and future perspectives regarding HM determination in real samples using electrochemical methods are critically reviewed, and effective approaches are presented.
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